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I. Abstract 

 
This master thesis analyzes the high mix/high volume assembly process of a medical device 

manufacturer to reduce labor costs. Aiming to reduce complexity in the production planning 

process CSB used the same base stock level for all SKUs assuming constant demand. Additionally, 

the company did not have a method to assign operators to stations to improve the efficiency. 

This study demonstrates that inefficiencies occur when base stock levels are the same for all SKUs 

and instead applies the Shang and Song (2002) heuristic, which assumes stochastic demand, to 

calculate the base stock level for each cluster of products. Additionally, we apply an algorithm to 

assign operators to stations based on line balance requirements and their proficiency. Finally, the 

improvements are modeled using discrete event simulation which shows a reduction of 31% of 

labor costs by increasing in 16.39% the operators’ utilization.  
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II. Management Summary 

 
 

Business globalization has enable companies to manufacture their products in low cost 

countries to increase their margins while supplying customers in several different geographical 

locations. Companies select manufacturing countries based on several factors such as, location, 

government stability and workforce quality. However, one of the most critical factors that are 

considered in this decision is the labor costs (Porter, 2011). Companies measure and control labor 

costs by different indicators, one of them is the labor variance. There are several techniques to 

improve labor variance such as, improve production flow, maximize labor utilization and 

proficiency and create inventory buffers to cope with demand and lead time variations. 

This master thesis aims to reduce the labor variance in one production unit of a medical 

manufacturing company. The production unit produces 184 different SKUs (guidewires) and the 

production process consists of more than 40 different operations divided in 8 different work 

centers where more than 180 operators work in three shifts. The 184 SKUs are clustered in 20 

product families that could follow 9 possible processing routes.  

The labor variance problem was addressed using the DMAIC methodology and its possible 

causes were analyzed using a cause and effect diagram (Ishiwaka, 1990). After analyzing 10 

possible causes of the problem, and discarding some of them, it was decided to focus the thesis 

in the three most relevant causes: the calculation of base stock levels, the assignation of 

operators to workstations and the utilization of operators. All these causes were contributing to 

a poor labor efficiency and consequently in high labor costs. 

The safety stock calculation used by the company used only deterministic parameters and did 

not distinguished between SKU’s, in other words the same base stock level was used for all 

products. After analyzing the process, data and planning process it was decided to calculate one 

base stock level for each of the 9 process flows in each work center or cluster of work centers. 

The calculation was based on the heuristic proposed by Shang and Song (2002) and yielded and 

increment of 17% more inventory. This evidenced that the former base stock levels were too low 

causing halted lines and inefficiencies.  
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Furthermore, the problem related to the allocation of operators was solved through an 

algorithm based on Ferguson (2004) and Blöchliger (2004), which assigns operators to stations 

based on their training status and the production requirements to maximize the overall 

proficiency of the line. This analysis resulted in an increment of 9% of overall line proficiency. 

Finally, a discrete-event simulation was performed to evaluate the benefits of the previously 

mentioned analysis and assess the utilization of operators. The simulation yielded an increment 

of 16.39% on operator utilization resulting in an improvement of 31% of labor costs  

The study is structured following the DMAIC cycle. The first chapter introduces the company, 

research model and research questions. The second chapter provides an overview of the 

production unit, products and manufacturing and planning processes. The third chapter 

describes the problem at hand and provides details of the different causes. The fourth chapter 

describes all the measures and methods used to address the problem. The fifth chapter analysis 

and calculates the base stock levels, the allocation problem and confirms the benefits of the study 

through a discrete simulation. Finally, the sixth chapter concludes the study by answering the 

research questions and mentioning the contributions to literature and direction for further 

research. 
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1. Introduction  

 

In this chapter, a general introduction to CSB is given in section 1.1. In section 1.2, the 

research framework model is explained. In section 1.3 the main and underlying research 

questions are discussed.  

1.1 Company description 

 

CSB is a worldwide developer, manufacturer and marketer of medical devices used in a broad 

range of interventional medical specialties.  The global headquarters are in Marlborough – 

Massachusetts, a mid-tier city in the USA. The company’s mission is to transform lives through 

innovative medical solutions 

that improve the health of 

patients around the world.  The 

company currently has more 

than 13.000 products in its 

portfolio, more than 16.000 

patents issued and 7.200 

applications pending 

worldwide. As can be seen in 

Figure 1, the portfolio of products is divided in seven main business divisions: Intervention 

Cardiology, Cardiac Rhythm Management, Endoscopy, Neuromodulation, Electrophysiology, 

Urology and Women’s Health and Peripheral Interventions. CSB has 23.000 employees around 

the world, and its main operations are located in USA, Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Ireland, 

Netherlands and Malaysia (Figure 2). During 2016 the company achieved a total revenue of $8.4 

billion of which $861 million were re-invested in R&D.  This study will be held within one of the 

manufacturing sites located in Costa Rica, named CSB-HRD. 

 

 

Figure 1. Business Divisions 
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Figure 2. CSB Worldwide Locations 

 

CSB-HRD is one of the two CSB sites located in Costa Rica. This site was opened in 2006 and 

since then its growth has increased at a very fast pace. Evidence of this growth is the increment 

of the annual value of production and product portfolio which increased in the last 11 years from 

$39M and 8 product families to $112M and 45 product families. Currently, CSB-HRD has more 

than 1100 employees and provides manufacturing services to all the business divisions, being 

Intervention Cardiology, Peripheral Interventions and Electrophysiology the main ones. As can 

be seen in Figure 3, CSB-HRD receives raw materials from suppliers located all around the world, 

then the site manufactures the finished goods and send them to the USA for their sterilization, 

finally the goods are sent to the global distribution centers located in Quincy, MA (USA), Kerkrade 

(Netherlands) and Yokohama (Japan), from where they are distributed to healthcare centers 

around the world. Moreover, CSB-HRD works within a very robust regulatory framework, as it 

needs to comply with strict regulations for medical devices that change from region to region, 

such as FDA (USA), TUV (Europe), ANVISA (Brazil) and AMDD (Asia). The business within CSB-HRD 

is divided in two Production Units: Wires and Ablation. The current study focuses on the 

production unit of “Cardio Wires”. Chapter 2 describes in more detail the products that are 

produced in this manufacturing unit.  
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Figure 3. General overview of CSB-HRD’s supply chain 

 

1.2 Research model 

 

To investigate with rigor, relevance and using a systematic approach, the DMAIC cycle, 

developed during the 1950s by W. Edwards Deming, was the framework used to conduct this 

study. This framework was selected since it is the standard framework used by the company to 

address any problem solving or improvement project within the corporation. As seen in Figure 4, 

DMAIC is an acronym for “Define, Measure Analyze, Improve and Control”, which are the phases 

of the problem-solving cycle based on the six-sigma methodology. According to Linderman et al. 

(2003), six-sigma is an organized and systematic method for strategic process improvement and 

new product and service development that relies on the scientific method and statistical analysis. 

In practice, the DMAIC cycle is applied as a generic problem-solving approach that warrants a 

critical scientific analysis, robustness and structure (McAdam and Lafferty, 2004). Besides 

providing structure, DMAIC also supports an analytical approach to ensure accurate solutions by 

performing a thorough analysis before the implementation of the improvement. Additionally, the 

framework is a close loop that fosters continues improvement after each implementation.  
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The first phase of the cycle is the “Define” phase. This phase aims to define the problem 

statement, delimit the scope and describe the plan to execute the following phases. Additionally, 

decisions are taken regarding the mathematical models or techniques that will be used to address 

the problem, the input variables and includes concepts and terms published in scientific literature 

that will be used. In this phase is where the techniques and input variables for the calculation of 

multi-echelon base stock levels and discrete simulation were defined for this study. 

The second phase of the cycle is the “Measure” phase. Is in this step where all data is collected 

to be able to apply the scientific models that will aid to tackle the problem at hand. For this study, 

the data was collected from information systems used by the company, such as SAP, Rapid 

Response and the Manufacturing Electronic System. 

 

Figure 4. DMAIC cycle 

 

The third phase of the DMAIC cycle is “Analyze”. During this phase the data collected is 

analyzed using mathematical and statistical analysis. Also, is in this phase where the scientific 

model is presented in formal mathematical terms and the relationship between the variables is 

defined. This is based on Bertrand and Fransoo (2002), who stated that mathematical models are 

based on variables that differ depending on the domain and which quantitative and qualitative 

relationships between variables are defined. On the present investigation, two mathematical 

models are presented, one to calculate the multi-echelon base stock levels and another one to 
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conduct the assignation of operators to each operation based on their proficiency and training 

status.   

During the fourth phase, “Implement”, a discrete simulation of the manufacturing process 

was conducted to solve the mathematical models and analyze the implications related to the 

overall production process and the main goal of the thesis. A high mix/ high volume 

manufacturing process like the one used by the Cardio Wires production unit has too many 

complexities which makes infeasible to conduct a formal mathematical simulation. According to 

Bertrand and Fransoo (2002), computational simulations could be used instead of mathematical 

simulations in this kind of situations since the former method yields results with higher scientific 

relevance, although the scientific quality is inferior compared with the latter technique. 

Additionally, the company wanted to visualize in a discrete simulation how the different elements 

of their manufacturing process behave and interact when the calculated base stock levels and 

allocation of operators were considered in the model and evaluate different scenarios.  

The last phase, “Control”, aims to provide insights and recommendations of how to 

implement and control the results of the present investigation. This phase was limited to only 

providing recommendations due to time frame and budget constraints.  

 

1.3 Problem summary and research questions 

 

The production unit of Cardio Wires, which is the biggest production unit of CSB-HRD, had a 

high labor variance; which is a critical financial indicator that aims to control direct labor costs. 

By the end of 2017 the labor variance was unfavorable by $220,000 and the trend continued for 

the first two months of 2018; and it was at this point when upper management decided to pursue 

the current study to improve the situation. After analyzing the probable causes of the problem 

at hand (elaborated in chapter 3), it was decided to focus on the improvement of base stock 

levels and operators’ allocation and utilization, which led to the following research questions.  
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Main research question: 

• How should the Cardio Wires Production Unit manage the base stock levels and allocate 

operators to improve labor costs? 

Underlying research questions: 

• What are the key leading indicators used to control labor cost at CSB-HRD? 

• What is the current performance of the selected leading indicators related to labor variance 

at each work center? 

• What is the current method of calculating base stock levels and how is demand uncertainty 

considered? 

• What is a simple method of calculating base stock levels, which considers demand uncertainty 

that could be adopted to reduce labor costs? 

• How should the operators be assigned to each shift and operation to increase their utilization 

and overall line proficiency while reducing costs? 

• What labor cost is yielded when the base stock levels are calculated using the selected 

method and the operators’ utilization is increased? 

• How can the resulting labor costs be equitably allocated to each work center? 

 

The current investigation is organized in the following 6 chapters. Chapter 2 provides a 

general overview of the production unit, its products and the manufacturing and production 

planning process. Chapter 3 elaborates on the problem definition and analysis of probable 

causes. Chapter 4 describes the measuring methods and data collected for further analysis. 

During Chapter 5 the analysis con the base stock levels, operator allocation and discrete event 

simulation are performed and described. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes by answering the research 

questions.  
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2. General overview of production unit and its manufacturing process 

 

This chapter describes the research model, the company and main manufacturing activities 

that are relevant for the present thesis. The first section describes the Cardio Wires production 

unit. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide insights about the product and manufacturing process that is 

under the scope of this investigation. Section 2.4 provides information about the production 

planning and control process, while section 2.5 mentions uncertainty factors that could affect 

the production performance. Finally, section 2.6 describes the key performance indicators used 

to manage the production unit. 

2.1 Cardio Wires Production Unit 

 

The main goal of the Cardio Wires Production Unit is to deliver high quality medical products 

on time at the lower cost while safeguarding the safety of its employees. One of the competitive 

advantages of the manufacturing plant located in Costa Rica is the low labor costs compared with 

other countries of the region, which makes labor spending and efficiency one of the key KPI’s for 

the business. There are more than 40 engineers and 180 operators working in this production 

unit and the annual revenue exceeds the $150M, which makes it the production unit with the 

highest revenue of the plant.  

2.2 Product description 

 

The study is focused on a manufacturing process dedicated to the production of medical 

guidewires. Medical guidewires are used to guide catheters to a specific location within the 

human body; and are inserted through small incisions or natural orifices and then navigate 

through vessels and arteries to reach the desired location. Guidewires have four main 

characteristics: pushability, steerability, torque and opacity. Pushability is related to the amount 

of force needed to move the device; steerability refers to the sensitivity of the device to navigate 

through the body; the torque is related to the ability of the wire to turn; and the opacity is related 
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to how visible the wire is under fluoroscopic imaging. As can be seen in Figure 5, the guidewires 

is basically a core wire made of stainless steel or nitinol covered by a polymer sleeve and a tip 

made of a braided or coiled platinum wire. The outer part of the wire is covered by a hydrophilic 

coating to increase lubricity and have radiopaque marks to increase their visibility.  

 

 

 

Currently the plant manufactures 20 different families of 

guidewires to serve the demand of four business divisions: 

Intervention Cardiology, Cardiac Rhythm Management, 

Neuromodulation and Peripheral Interventions; as can be 

seen in Figure 6 Intervention Cardiology and Peripheral 

Interventions account for more than 80% of the demand. A 

product family consists of several different SKUs that differ 

slightly between each other; and one SKU can only belong to 

one product family. There is a total of 184 SKUs spread across the 20 product families. The total 

annual demand of guidewires exceeds 2 million units and, as can be seen in Table 1, the first 7 

product families represent more than 80% of the demand. The commercial names of the 

products are not mentioned due to confidentiality matters. Moreover, Figure 7 shows the 

difference between the product families, which is mainly on the shape of the tip, and dimensions 

of the core wire and tip’s coil.   

 

 

Figure 6. Demand per business division 

Figure 5. Guidewire composition 
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2.3 Production process description 

 

As it was mentioned in the previous section, although there are 20 different product families 

and 184 different SKUs, all of them share a similar manufacturing processes, thus they can be 

grouped accordingly. As can be seen in table 2, the 184 SKUs are clustered in 9 groups according 

to their production flow. From now on this flow abbreviations will be used to refer to this clusters: 

PT2 (products with poly tip), MD (med), LS (long springs), SS MD(short springs with med), SS AW 

(short springs with addwire),  AW (addwire), QC (products with quality control) WV(same as the 

product code used in table 1) and GH (products with graph coating). The difference between 

groups is the sequence of the operations needed to manufacture the finished goods and that 

some of them skip some of the work centers.  

Product 

Family

Percentage of 

total demand

V8 21.40%

PT85 18.89%

C82 17.03%

CPT82 7.57%

TN 6.36%

WV 5.16%

G82 4.08%

TS 3.43%

TPI 2.94%

CPT3 2.76%

L82 2.60%

V4 2.20%

PT3 2.03%

C3 1.11%

G3 0.66%

M82 0.55%

L3 0.48%

M3 0.40%

AM 0.29%

AST 0.06%

Table 1. Annual demand per 
product family 

Figure 7. Example of main difference between product families 

Type 1  

Type 2  

Type 3 

Type 4 
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Table 2. Clusters by production flow 

 

As can be seen in Figure 8, the production process is divided in 8 main work centers: 

Subassembly, Poly Assembly, Poly Grinding, Addwire, Tip, Med, Ice Coating and Packaging and 

Labeling. Each work center works at full capacity in the first shift, at 70% capacity in the second 

shift and in the third shift only bottlenecks work. The work centers are arranged as a serial system 

and the operations within each of the work centers also have this configuration. Each work center 

Route Name Product Family # SKU's

PT85 8

PT3 8

G82 6

TPI 5

TN 4

TS 2

V4 4

C3 17

L3 4

M3 4

TN 2

AM 4

AST 3

C82 8

CPT82 4

L3 2

M82 2

TN 1

C82 16

L3 4

M82 4

AW CPT82 8

GH G82 9

CPT3 8

G3 4

TPI 1

TN 1

V4 4

V8 7

WV WV 30

184

PT2

LS

SS MD

SS AW

MD

QC

Total
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is managed by a different production supervisor who oversees the production control according 

to the daily production plan. Each work center has its own KPIs such as, safety, quality, schedule 

adherence, efficiency, labor variance, first pass yield, and cycle time. To guarantee compliance 

with regulatory authorities, such as TUV and FDA, the processes work under a strict quality 

system that uses an electronic manufacturing system (MES) to trace all components, raw 

material, documents, equipment and personnel used to manufacture the production orders, 

which have a unique lot number. One of the requirements of the quality system is that the 

operators need to go through a rigorous training before being able to manufacture commercial 

product by themselves without any supervision. The average training cycle time in one operation 

is 25 days, however there are more complicated processes that need more than 40 days of 

training. The long training periods limit the number of operators that could be trained in each 

operation making sometimes the balancing of the production line a challenging process.  One of 

the factors that delay the training process is the high production mix (different SKUs) that is 

manufactured in this production unit.  

Regardless of the high mix of SKUs, all products are treated independently from each other 

from beginning to end of the process, in other words, one product cannot be joined with another 

Figure 8. Process flow map at a work center aggregation level 
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one to form a finished good. All the SKU’s are produced in fixed batches of 240 units, although 

there are considerable differences in demand between some of them. The reason is that one 

oven used in the Poly Assembly work center has a maximum capacity of 240 units and two 

different batches cannot be processed simultaneously. Moreover, to protect the line from 

uncertainties, the production planning department calculates and controls the base stock levels 

of each work center. However, often the inventories decrease causing halts which requires 

expensive measures, such as working overtime and hiring additional people to recover 

production.   

2.4 Production planning and control 

 

As it was mentioned in the previous sections, the Cardio Wires production unit manufactures 

184 different SKU’s along 8 different work centers, which sum up to more than 40 different 

operations and where more than 180 operators work together. The average lead time to produce 

one finished good is 7 days, however this time varies depending on the SKU. The high mix of 

products results in different processing routes with different bottlenecks and different capacity 

depending on each product family, which makes the planning and control of production a critical 

and challenging process where different actors collaborate and interact between each other. 

Some of these actors are the production planners, buyers, production supervisors, line leaders, 

industrial engineers, manufacturing engineers, quality engineers and material handlers. This 

crew is called the “Core Team”, which is the tier 1 team in charge of supporting the work centers. 

Each work center has its own Core Team and all of them are required to collaborate in pursue of 

the same overall goals.  

The production planning process starts with the analysis and smoothing of the forecasted 

demand of an 18-month horizon. Once the product is shipped from the manufacturing plant it 

takes an average of 35 days to arrive to tier 1 distribution centers by sea freight, so the production 

planners need to consider this “external” lead time when analyzing the forecast. This analysis is 

done using a software called Rapid Response, which supports the planner in the smoothing of 

forecasted demand and in the construction of executable production plans. Rapid Response 
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works with an MRP II module which is connected to SAP, which is the software used to control 

and purchase raw materials. The MRP II module generates net requirements according to the 

following formula: 

𝑁𝑅𝑖𝑡 =  𝑂𝐻𝑖𝑡 + 𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑡 + 𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑖𝑡 − 𝐷𝑖𝑡 − 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑡 

Formula 1 

where, 

 

𝑁𝑅𝑖𝑡: 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 

𝑂𝐻𝑖𝑡: 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 

𝐼𝑇𝑖𝑡: 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡  

𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑢𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑟 1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟. 

𝑊𝐼𝑃𝑖𝑡: 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦  

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑏𝑢𝑡 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡. 

𝐷𝑖𝑡: 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑡: 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡. 

 

Every weekend the information systems make a long-term production plan for the next 18 

months, which is unrealistic due to the long planning horizon (Hopp & Spearman, 2008). 

However, it also makes weekly short-term plan for a 12-week horizon, which is more reliable and 

is reviewed by the production planner and the buyer to adjust the purchasing of raw materials 

and release plan of production orders. Due to the high mix of products, not all SKUs are treated 

the same from an inventory management perspective. From the 184 SKUs, 24 SKUs represent 

80% of the demand which are treated as “Make to Stock (MTS)”, the remaining 160 SKUs are 

treated as “Make to order (MTO)”, in other words, MTO SKU’s are not released for production 
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until an order is placed. To be able to fulfill demand related to MTS SKU’s as fast as possible, the 

production planners keep inventory at each work center.  

Once the production plan is created and the raw material is available, it is released for 

production. The production supervisors and line leaders are responsible for pushing the 

production orders across the different work centers following a FIFO policy with exceptions. 

These exceptions are due to priorities that might arise due to selling agreements with customers 

that need to be expedite to avoid back orders. To execute the production plans, the production 

supervisors need to balance the line and assign the operators to the different operations in such 

way that their utilization is maximize depending on the mix of product. 

 

2.4.1 Inventory types and base stock calculations 

 

The Cardio Wires production unit distinguish between three inventory types, the cyclical 

inventory, the base stock and the excessive inventory. The first type of inventory is the result of 

working in fixed batches to maximize machine capacity and reduce set/ups. The base stock or 

safety stock is the stock kept in each work center to cope with supply and demand uncertainties. 

Kok and Fransoo (2003) defined a safety stock as a buffer required to cope with end-item demand 

and supply uncertainty to achieve certain service level, thus is a balance between holding costs 

and a desired service level. Finally, the excess of inventory is, in a nutshell, any inventory that 

exceeds the cycle and safety stock. The excess of inventory could exist due to errors in forecasting 

and poor event and inventory management. Over stock not only yields unnecessary holding costs 

but also costs related to product obsolescence, quality issues, space and reduction of capacity. 

The base stock policy used by the company follows an (s-1,Q) policy being lots the unit of measure 

(lot size is fixed to 240 units per lot). This means that they monitor the inventory position and 

whenever the inventory position is below the number of lots “s” they order a new lot of size Q 

(240 units) from the previous work center to increase the base stock level back again to “s”.  
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As it was mentioned in the previous section, the calculation and control of base stock levels 

apply only to MTS SKUs and it is critical to maintain a smooth flow of production across the work 

centers and consequently achieve desired service levels at a low cost. The reason behind this, is 

that if there is not enough inventory of certain MTS SKU, lines can stop, deliveries can be delayed, 

and overtime might be required to mitigate the impact on the service level. Regardless the 

importance of the base stock levels, the planners use for its calculation that only considered 

deterministic parameters. The current calculation method assumes a constant demand and lead 

time, which is an average of the demand and lead times of all MTS SKU’s. Currently the formula 

used to calculate the base stock levels is the following: 

𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =
(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗  𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑) ∗ (1 + 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)

𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
 

Formula 2 

 

Since this formula considers an average demand and lead time for all MTS SKU’s it applies the 

same base stock level to all SKU’s, thus often there are products with high inventories and others 

with very low stock levels, which causes inefficiencies and unnecessary costs. Although this 

calculation method is based on the literature, it is over simplistic since it ignores available input 

data that could be extracted from information systems and differences between SKUs that could 

contribute to a more accurate calculation to buffer against uncertainties.  

 

2.4.2 Assembly line balancing 

 

Line balancing is the process of assigning tasks and operators to stations in such way that the 

amount of idle time is minimum while the required production rate is achieved to satisfy the 

demand. Currently, the production supervisors use a tool called the “Work Content Graph”, 

which provides information about the number of operators needed in each operation according 

to their cycle time to achieve the required Takt Time. As can be seen in Figure 9, the Work Content 

Graph shows in vertical bars the average time required to perform each operation per unit, a 

solid black line shows the required Takt Time and a dotted black line shows the Yielded Takt Time, 

which are calculated as follows: 
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𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑
 

Formula 3 

 

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

=  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

Formula 4 

 

At the bottom of the graph the required number of operators per operation to achieve the 

demand is shown and a gray line represents the flow line. The flow line represents the time per 

unit that could be achieved per operation with certain number of operators as is calculated as 

follows: 

 

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒

=  
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

Formula 5 

 

To be able to complete the production plan, the flow line needs to be below the Yielded Takt 

Time line, this means that the line balance (operators per station) would be able to satisfy the 

demand. By using this tool, the production supervisor can know how many operators are needed 

in each operation to complete the production plan, however they do not have a tool to assign 

operators to the different operations depending on their proficiency levels. The proficiency level 

is based on the production goal based on the standard time and the actual production: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 % =  
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
∗ 100 

Formula 6 
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This assignation is critical to ensure high efficiency; however, this is a complex process since there 

are 196 operators in this production unit (90 in 1st shift, 71 in 2nd shift and 26 in 3rd shift), who 

are trained in at least 3 operations and their proficiency varies depending on the operations they 

are trained in. Wrong assignations often result in low efficiency levels. 

 

Figure 9. Example of Work Content Graph 

 

2.5 Uncertainty factors 

 

According to Wazed et al (2009) a manufacturing plant can face uncertainties caused by 

different factors such as, supply, demand, lead time, machine breakdowns, yield, personnel 

layoffs/hiring and quality. The most significant determinants of system performance are lead 

time and demand uncertainty. Uncertainty is unavoidable; therefore, companies adopt different 

measures to minimize its effect on customer deliverables such as, safety stock, safety lead time. 

safety capacity, overtime, outsourcing or additional headcount. In case of the present study the 

Copywrite by CSB 
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preferred mechanism used to cope with uncertainty is safety stock since it is the most cost-

effective measure. However, the production unit often needs to incur in overtime or additional 

headcount due to a poor calculation of the safety stocks and inefficient line balance in each work 

center.  

 

2.5.1 Demand uncertainty 

 

The demand faced by the production unit is stochastic, except for demand related to fixed 

quantity contracts and sales agreements, which is not common. The fluctuation of the demand 

around the mean is what is called demand uncertainty. There are products that follow a seasonal 

demand patter while others fluctuate depending on their life cycle, which means that the mean 

of demand distribution shifts over time. Thus, demand variability consists of uncertainty and the 

normal non-stationary behavior of the mean. The company considers, as a rule of thumb, that if 

the coefficient of variation of the demand is less than 0.4 the variation is not significant, if it is 

between 0.4 and 1 it has a normal variation and if it is higher than 1 is highly variable. The 

coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the average 

demand. Since the manufacturing plant releases orders related to MTS SKU’s based on forecasts, 

the planners also measure the forecast error, which is determined by comparing the forecasted 

demand with the real demand.  

 

2.5.2 Lead time uncertainty 

 

Same as demand, the manufacturing lead time of the production unit is also stochastic. Every 

production order is released with a committed deadline at each work center such that a shipping 

deadline can be accomplished to satisfy the replenishment expectations at tier 1 distribution 

centers. The fluctuation of the lead time around the mean is called lead time uncertainty, and 

like the demand behavior, the mean of the lead time distribution can also shift over time due to 
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several factors, such as machine breakdowns, yield and quality issues. The lead time error is 

calculated by comparing the forecasted lead time with the real lead time. Moreover, the rule of 

thumb based on the coefficient of variation explained in the previous section also applies to the 

lead time, such that the lead time variation of each SKU can be categorized as not significant, 

normal and highly variable.  

2.6 Key performance indicators. 

 

The production process is controlled by several performance indicators related to safety, 

quality, service, cost and morale, however the performance indicators that are of interest for this 

study are mainly the service and cost KPI’s. First, the service indicators measure the Service Level 

and Back Orders. The Service Level is the expected probability of not hitting a stock-out during 

the next replenishment cycle; the production unit goal is to have a service level between 96.5% 

and 97.75%. Moreover, the Back Orders represent the fraction of orders that are backlogged due 

to stock-outs or delays; the production unit goal is to achieve back order levels that are less than 

0.5% of total revenue. Furthermore, the KPI related to cost that is of interest for this study is the 

labor variance. The labor variance is the difference between the standard labor hour that should 

have been worked for the actual number of units produced and the actual number of hours 

worked when the labor hours are valued at a standard rate (Weetman, 2016).  The labor variance 

aims to measure the efficiency of direct labor in terms of cost. This measure is very critical for 

this manufacturing site since, due to its location, it is considered a low labor cost facility, thus 

maintaining a low direct labor spending is crucial to preserve this competitive advantage over 

other plants of the network. Service and cost KPI’s need to be well balanced, since although 

service is a priority over cost, there is a point where achieving a higher service level do not add 

any value and it is very expensive to achieve. Recently, the labor variance measure has increased 

(unfavorable) at the expense of maintaining the service indicators between the goal’s thresholds.  
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3. Problem definition 

 

This chapter elaborates on the motivation of this thesis and complements the discussion with 

relevant concepts found in books and scientific papers. Section 3.1 explains the analysis that was 

conducted to define the problem on hand. Section 3.2 explains the scope of the thesis. Section 

3.3 elaborates on the frameworks selected to manage inventory and the assignation of operators 

to the different stations. Section 3.4 complements this discussion with topics related to base 

stock level and assignation of operators. Finally, the last section details the research questions 

and objectives of the thesis. 

 

3.1 Problem statement 

 

The sponsors, who initiated this project, are the Production Director and Production Manager 

of the Cardio Wires production unit. There are other key stakeholders such as the Financial 

Director, Materials Manager, Industrial Engineering Manager, Production Planners and 

Production Supervisors. The main objective of the project, as set by the sponsors, is to reduce 

the direct labor variance while guaranteeing the required service levels and not jeopardizing the 

quality of the product. The current standard margin of these products is above 80% (corporate 

goal is minimum 75%), thus the standard labor cost is not of concern. In gross terms the labor 

variance is the difference between the actual labor costs and the standard labor cost; thus, for 

instance, an unfavorable labor variance means that the company is spending more money in 

direct labor than planned to produce certain number of units of a product. The standard labor 

cost is a yearly fixed number so financially what is monitored is the labor variance indicator, not 

the standard labor cost. The reduction of unfavorable labor variance had to be achieved through 

scientific frameworks and methods to ensure a robust and sustainable solution to the problem. 

As seen in Figure 10, only one month (Jan-17) was below the goal of labor variance (favorable) 

out of the 13 months shown in the graph. The left axis is not shown due to confidentiality matters. 
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The first step that was carried out to tackle the problem was to understand the calculation of the 

labor variance and analyze possible causes that could be affecting it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Labor variance per month 

 

3.1.1 Problem analysis 

 

The problem analysis was based on qualitative and quantitative data collected through 

interviews, meetings and information systems. Figure 11 shows the breakdown of the calculation 

of the labor variance. As can be seen in this figure, the possible causes that could affect the labor 

variance are those which affect the actual direct labor spending (regular and/or overtime wages) 

or the earned hours. The earned hours are affected by the production volume which is originally 

driven by demand, however performance issues could affect the manufacturing volume by 

producing less than it was planned. Additionally, the standard time per unit might also affect the 

earned hours if not properly calculated. The actual direct labor spending is affected by the 

number of operators, the shift in which they work and the regular and overtime hours they work. 

Thus, the leading indicators for the labor variance are the earned hours and paid salaries, the 

direct labor rate is not a leading indicator since this is an annual fixed rate.  
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Figure 11. Labor variance calculation 

The following table shows the red/green scorecard of the leading indicators of the labor variance. 

As can be seen in this table, in 4 out of the 13 months, the planned earned hours of the overall 

production unit were not achieved due to performance issues (red cells). This was mainly caused 

by low performance of the first cluster of work centers (Subs – Poly Assembly – Poly Grinding). 

These work centers are clustered because they sometimes share the same operators and the 

hours are not properly allocated in each work center, so the labor variance cannot be calculated 

for each of them (the same happens for Addwire, Tip and Med). Since Subs – Poly Assembly – 

Poly Grinding are the first work centers of the flow, performance issues here delay the production 

on the following work centers, causing overtime in the downstream processes to achieve the 

production plan. In other hand, only 2 out of the 13 months the overall salaries paid by the 

production unit were according to the plan. Most of the variance on salaries were produced also 

in the first cluster of work centers since these work centers allocate most of the operators, 

however there are some months were other work centers also had unfavorable measures.  
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Table 3. Labor variance leading indicators scorecard 

 

Possible causes that could have affect the leading indicators previously mentioned were 

analyzed using a fishbone diagram based on Ishikawa (1990). As can be seen in Figure 12, the 

fishbone diagram was divided in 6 categories: machines, materials, methods, measures, 

manpower and environment.  The environmental category was discarded since the products are 

all manufactured in clean rooms with controlled conditions that are constantly monitored and 

there is no evidence on the records of any problem in the facilities during the last 12 months.  

The next category that was analyzed was “machines”. Machines can breakdown or might need 

unscheduled maintenance to prevent breakdowns or quality issues, both factors could have a 

negative effect on the efficiency of the line that might require working overtime or additional 

headcount. The data related to machine downtime was extracted from the “Optima” software 

and analyzed. As can be seen in Figure 13, the machine downtime was under the allowable 

threshold only in 4 of the 13 months. Equipment downtime was the main driver of the high labor 
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variance during April-17, May-17 and October-17 since it hindered to achieve the committed 

build plan (earned hours). However, during some of the months that the downtime was under 

the threshold (favorable) there was also an unfavorable labor variance, thus equipment 

downtime was not the driver for the unfavorable labor costs in those months. The machine issues 

that constantly affected the line are focused on five equipment: zebra printers, thixon oven, heat 

reflow oven, plasma welder and laser ablation. During the Christmas shutdown of the plant, the 

manual zebra printer was changed for automated labeling equipment which had some issues and 

caused halted lines. This was an isolated event that was already fixed. The machine downtime 

was not discarded as a probable cause since there are still improvements to be made to improve 

the availability of the equipment; however, it was not considered to be the root cause of the 

problem at hand and is out of the scope of this study.  

Figure 12. Ishikawa Diagram (Ishikawa, 1990). 
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The third category that was analyzed was “materials”. The yield levels and operators 

feedback were gathered to analyze if there were quality or material issues related to the product 

that could be affecting the line performance. The operators did not give any feedback related to 

abnormal conditions and as can be seen in Figure 14, the yield levels were under control 

throughout most of the 13 months, the low yield levels during April and May 2017 were due to 

machine issues (refer to Figure 14). Thus, issues related to materials were discarded as probable 

causes of labor variance. 

 

 

The fourth category of the fishbone diagram is related to methods. It was observed that the 

line balance had some opportunities related to how operators were arranged depending on the 

Figure 13. Machine downtime 

Figure 14. Yield 
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product model that they were producing. In a high mix model, stations need to be flexible so that 

operators can move depending on the product they are manufacturing, since there are products 

that are slower or faster than others. Additionally, the operators are not always trained to 

process all products in all stations, neither have the same proficiency level in all stations and 

products. At the time of the investigation, the production supervisors assigned the number of 

operators to each operation according to the requirements of the Work Content Graph, however 

there was not a robust procedure to decide which operator was going to be assigned to each 

operation based on their training and proficiency. Another probable cause that was analyzed 

under this category was the method used to calculate the base stock levels. The base stock levels 

were calculated using constant calculations based on averages of all product families and that do 

not consider uncertainty (refer to section 2.4), which often resulted in very low stock levels that 

require working overtime or additional headcount to cope with demand uncertainty.  These 

probable causes are addressed by this study, since it is considered that by assigning operators 

with higher proficiency to each operation and by calculating safety stocks in a more robust 

manner the work centers could reduce the labor spending. 

The category related to “measures” included payroll calculations and the allocation of 

salaries to each work center, the measurement of production standard time and the measures 

to control production output and flow. Regarding payroll calculations and salaries’ allocation, in 

Costa Rica, operators that work in second and third shift earn 14% and 33% more than operators 

that work in the first shift respectively.  Often, operators are transferred from one shift to another 

and between work centers, but payment rules or work center allocation is not changed in the 

payroll system because this must be manually adjusted by the production supervisors, thus the 

payroll system was checked to assess its accuracy. This probable cause was discarded since no 

discrepancies were found in the system related to salaries’ allocation or payment rules. 

Furthermore, the measures used to control production output and flow are also critical to reduce 

labor spending, the reason is that if measures are wrongly calculated they could be sending 

wrong signals to the production supervisors who would consequently make wrong decisions. This 

probable cause was also discarded since the work centers have electronic boards that help 

production supervisors to track the hourly production against the Takt time and it was confirmed 
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that measures were accurately calculated according to internal procedures. Finally, it was found 

that there was not a standard procedure to measure the production standard times of the lines 

and feedback was received during the interviews about concerns regarding the accuracy of this 

measurements. Although there was no concrete evidence about the accuracy of the measures if 

there was a problem in the standard times it would had not only affected the labor variance but 

also other KPI’s that are based on them, but this is not the case, so it was assumed that the 

measurement of standard times was not the cause of the issue.  

Finally, the last category of the fishbone is “manpower”. Under this category there are three 

possible causes that were analyzed: 1) the level of cross training, 2) the proficiency of the 

operators and 3) the utilization of operators. Regarding causes one and two, if operators are not 

proficient enough in their work they would work less efficiently and if they are not trained in 

different operations then the line loses flexibility. Both possible causes were discarded since 95% 

of the operators have a proficiency level above 85% against the standard and each of them is 

trained in at least four operations within their work center, which is also above the goal. Finally, 

by analyzing option 3, it was discovered that there are 15 additional operators against budget, 

and the upper management team had a strong feeling that the operators had low utilization 

levels (below 80%), thus this was another possible cause of the high labor variance and thus, was 

be addressed by this study.  

 

3.1.2 Selection of causes 

 

After analyzing the leading indicators of the labor variance and the probable causes of not 

hitting their targets, a selection was made about which probable causes should be considered for 

further analysis as part of the current study since not all causes could be addressed in the 

timeframe of this study or are out of its scope. By improving the selected factors, it was intended 

to reduce the paid salaries, which, according to table 3, is the most affected leading indicator. 

- Machine breakdown and unscheduled maintenance. Although this probable cause might 

bring benefits to the company and could help to improve the KPIs, it is out of the scope 
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of this study to make improvements to machines; however there is already a team within 

the company that was trying to address this issue. 

- Calculation of base stock levels. This cause was addressed as part of this study with the 

aim of providing a better calculation of base stock levels to create buffers that could 

collaborate to reduce labor costs.  

- Assignation of operators to operations based on training and proficiency. This cause was 

also addressed by the current study with the objective of increasing the overall 

proficiency to increase labor efficiency. 

- Production standard times. Standard times are a crucial measure to calculate production 

goals, efficiency and earned hours. However, according to the information provided it did 

not seem to be the root cause of the problem since other indicators would also be 

affected if there was a problem with these measurements, which is not the case. 

Nonetheless, a separate team within the company was working on the assessment of the 

current standard times to assess their accuracy.  

- Labor utilization. High labor utilization (above 80%) is critical to avoid spending on 

unnecessary salaries and consequently reducing the labor variance. To address this issue, 

a discrete simulation of the production process was done using the software “FlexSim” 

with the objective of calculating the current labor utilization and provide 

recommendations to upper management. Additionally, this simulation considered the 

new base stock levels and new allocation of operators calculated as part of the previously 

mentioned factors.  

 

3.2 Scope 

 

After a thorough analysis of the problem, the project timeframe and academic requirements, 

the scope of the thesis were defined. The study is divided in three main parts: calculation of base 

stock levels, assignation of operators to workstations and calculation of the utilization of the 

operators. Although these three elements might not have a clear relationship between them, all 

three are related by being contributors to the unfavorable labor variance and need to be 
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addressed to improve it. Poor base stock levels could cause halted lines or additional headcount 

or overtime to face lead time or demand variations, wrong allocation of operators could reduce 

the overall line efficiency and poor utilization of operators could cause idle people and additional 

headcount. 

The calculation of base stock levels was done at a work center and product flow aggregation 

level (Figure 8), and only MTS SKU’s were considered since, by definition, MTO SKUs do not 

require any inventory. Each work center was considered an echelon and together all form a multi 

echelon serial system. The products were clustered according to their flow since products within 

each flow have similar lead times. Although the demand of these products varies, these are MTS 

SKUs (24 SKUs out of 184) which represent 80% of the total demand. Inventories of raw material 

are left out of this analysis since some components were shared with other products from other 

production units and therefore these inventories are managed by a centralized department. Only 

base stock levels were considered as part of the analysis, although in section 2.4 it was mentioned 

that other types of inventories are considered as part of the inventory management, such as 

cyclical inventory. The reason behind this decision is that the management team decided to 

maintain the quantity of fixed batches that they currently use. The management team required 

that the selected method of calculation had to be simple enough to be adopted in a daily basis 

by a regular planner and that near optimal levels are accepted, thus the calculation method is 

limited to heuristics and optimization algorithms are left out of the scope. 

The analysis of the assignation of operators included all operators that work across three 

shifts in the operations within the work centers shown in Figure 8. The assignation of operators 

was limited by the training status (trained or not trained), the quantity of operators needed by 

workstation and their proficiency level.  

Finally, to calculate the utilization of operators, all operators and workstations within the 

work centers shown in Figure 8 were considered. This analysis includes a discrete simulation 

using FlexSim software. 
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3.3 Inventory management framework 

 

To tackle the inventory problem described in the previous sections, an appropriate method 

of calculating the base stock levels was selected. The literature offers a vast number of models 

to calculate base stock levels, however only models that consider stochastic demand and/or 

stochastic lead time, service level and holding and back order costs are considered as potential 

methods. After analyzing the available data regarding lead time and demand a decision had to 

be made to select the best method of calculation whether it should consider stochastic or 

constant lead time. This decision was based on the categories related to the coefficient of 

variations given by the company and explained in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 and according to Hopp 

and Spearman (2011). As it was mentioned in the previous section, only near-optimal methods 

were considered since optimization algorithms are complex and cannot be adopted by regular 

employees in a daily basis. Table 4 shows the pool of methods for calculating near-optimal base 

stock levels that were considered in the selection decision. For further detail the reader is 

encouraged to read the Literature Review conducted as part of this thesis. 

 

Table 4. Pool of articles to calculate base stock levels 

In summary, the current state of the Cardio Wires production unit is a multi-echelon serial 

inventory system compose of 8 nodes and 9 cluster of products. The product flows following a 

FIFO policy and orders are released in a fixed batch size according to an MRP II process based on 

forecasted demand.  

 

Title Author Year Lead Time

Optimizing Strategic Safety Stock Placement in Supply Chains Graves, S. C., & Willems, S. P. 2000 Deterministic

Newsvendor Bounds and Heuristic for Optimal Policies in Serial 

Supply Chains
Shang, K. H., & Song, J. 2002 Deterministic

Supply Chain Design: Safety Stock Placement and Supply Chain 

Configuration
Graves, S. C., & Willems, S. P. 2003 Stochastic

Understanding safety stock and mastering its equations King, L., P. 2011 Stochastic

Incorporating Stochastic Lead Times into the Guaranteed 

Service Model of Safety Stock Optimization
Humair, S., Ruark, J. D., Tomlin, B., & Willems, S. P. 2013 Stochastic
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3.3.1 Relevant concepts of multi echelon inventory systems 

 

Geisler (1963) defined a multi-echelon system as a one in which certain stock points supply 

other points that act as demand points, such as warehouses and retailers. Clarke (1994) 

illustrated three different representations of multi-echelon inventory systems: serial, convergent 

and divergent. In all cases it is assumed that exogenous demand only occurs at the lowest level. 

The work centers within scope of the Cardio Wires production unit follow a serial system of 8 

stages and 9 cluster of products. To manage a multi-echelon inventory system, a set of rules are 

defined to control the inventory in each of the nodes of all levels to satisfy management policies, 

such as minimize inventory costs and back order costs while achieving certain service level (Clark, 

1994). The scope of echelon stock policies includes the stock on hand, in transit and backorders 

from downstream stages. De Kok and Fransoo (2003) recursively calculated these echelon base 

stock levels as follows: 

𝑋𝑖(𝑡) =  𝐽𝑖(𝑡), ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 

𝑌𝑖(𝑡) =  𝑋𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑂𝑖(𝑡), ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐸 

𝑋𝑖(𝑡) =  𝐽𝑖(𝑡) + ∑ 𝑌𝑗(𝑡)

𝑗∈𝑉𝑖

, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 

𝑌𝑖(𝑡) =  𝑋𝑖(𝑡) + 𝑂𝑖(𝑡), ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 

Formula 7 

Where, 

𝑋𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝑌𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝑂𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝐽𝑖(𝑡) = 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝐸 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 

𝐼 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 
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As it was mentioned in the previous section, the base stock levels depend on the leadtime, 

demand, holding costs, back order costs, service level and uncertainty factors. In a situation with 

no uncertainty or variation, leadtimes and demand would be constant, which means that the 

required amount of product could be on time where needed without considering costs, lot size 

or economies of scale. This scenario is far from reality where variation, uncertainty and different 

costs are embedded in real life operations. This leads to the calculation and placement of base 

stocks across the supply chain to guarantee target service levels at an acceptable cost. The 

practical challenge resides in balancing the costs related to holding inventory and guaranteeing 

an acceptable service level. The service level is the probability of not hitting a stock-out, which is 

a measure that sometimes replaces shortage costs due to the difficulty of determining them 

(Silver, 1998).  

To cope with uncertainty, companies use different buffers such as safety stocks, safety lead 

times and slack capacity (Wazed et al., 2009, Hopp and Spearman, 2011), however the company 

is only interest in using safety stocks to deal with stochasticity. The reason behind this decision 

is that the company manufactures inexpensive goods with an average expiration of three years 

which makes safety stocks the most cost-effective type of buffer (Chopra & Sodhi, 2004). The 

base stock levels at each work center ensure a constant flow of product and provides flexibility 

to cope with unexpected situations. According to Silver (1998) a safety stock is the net stock just 

before the replenishment arrives, while Kok and Fransoo (2003) defined a safety stock as a buffer 

required to cope with end-item demand uncertainty.  

Eppen and Martin (1988) provided a common method of calculating safety stock for a single 

location assuming stochastic demand and leadtime when both are normally distributed (see 

formulation below).  

𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘 ∗ √𝜎𝐷
2 ∗ 𝐿𝑇 + 𝜎𝐿𝑇

2 ∗ 𝜇𝐷
2  

Formula 8 

Where, 

𝑘 = 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  
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𝜎𝐷
2 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝐿𝑇 = 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝜎𝐿𝑇
2 = 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 

𝜇𝐷
2 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 

The safety factor 𝑘 is based on the service level target, in the case of the Cardio Wires 

production unit the target is 96.5% service level. The value of 𝑘 is calculated as the inverse of the 

normal distribution for the percentile of the required service level.  In other hand, Shang and 

Song (2002) proposed a heuristic to approximate optimal base stock levels in an N-stage serial 

system when demand is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and the lead time is constant. 

As can be seen in the following equation, the method of calculation is based on the holding and 

back order costs. The approximate base stock level of certain stage depends on the upstream 

stages only through the sum of the echelon holding cost rates. 

 

𝑠𝑗
𝑎 =

1

2
[𝐹𝑗

−1 (
𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=𝑗+1

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

) + 𝐹𝑗
−1 (

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=𝑗+1

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=𝑗

)]  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1,2,3, . . , 𝑁 

Formula 9 

 

𝑗 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥, 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 1 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 

𝑏 = 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 

ℎ𝑖 = 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒. 

𝑠𝑗
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑗 

 

3.4 Manufacturing line balancing framework 
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As it was mentioned in section 2.4.2 the production unit used the Work Content Graph tool 

to calculate the number of operators needed per workstation to achieve certain demand. 

However, operators have different proficiency levels and are trained in several operations, thus 

the task of allocating resources is not a trivial one. A proper allocation of resources is critical to 

increase the overall’s line efficiency and reduce labor costs, however this allocation is restricted 

by several constraints such as the number of operators required per process, the training of the 

operators and their skills. To solve the resource allocation problems, several methods were 

analyzed to select one that could be adapted to the needs and constraints of the Cardio 

production unit.  

 

3.4.1 Relevant concepts of the resource allocation problem 

 

Ferguson (2004) proposed a model to allocate staff based on the fraction of time to be spent 

on a certain job by certain person. This model could be easily applied to several different 

businesses and modified to consider additional constraints depending on the business needs. The 

model assigns workers 𝐼 to jobs 𝐽 to maximize the total value of person 𝑖 working one day at job 

𝑗. The model assigns the fraction of time 𝑥𝑖𝑗 that a person 𝑖 needs to work at job 𝑗, therefore 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑ ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

 

Subject to, 

 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … . , 𝐼

𝐽

𝑗=1

 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … . , 𝐽

𝐼

𝑖=1

 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 = 1, … . , 𝐽 

Formula 10 
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Where the objective function aims to maximize the total value of the assignation, the first 

constraint restricts a person to work more than 100% of its time, the second constraint 

guarantees that one person could only be assign to one job at a time and the last constraint 

restrict personnel to work only a positive amount of time. This is a simple and effective model 

that could be used in multiple applications and by including additional constraints, could be used 

to address more complex problems.  

Moreover, Blöchliger (2004) explains how to address a more complicated problem of 

allocating staff in a hospital. In this case the nurses of a hospital need to be assigned to several 

jobs although they can only be at one place at a time, the hospital needs coverage 24 hours seven 

days of the week. The model assigns nurses 𝑠 to a timetable 𝑏, which is a period of time when a 

nurse could be schedule and have certain beginning and end. The timetable could be a morning 

or night shift, for example, and could have costs 𝑐𝑠𝑏 allocated to it. The jobs are determined by 

setting a required number of nurses during a timespan, for example that exactly 2 nurses need 

to be present from 8am to 10am. The solution of this scheduling problem is set by deciding 

whether certain nurse is assigned to certain time table b, which is represented by the binary 

variable 𝑥𝑠𝑏 (1 when the assignation is done and 0 otherwise). The author proposed a set of 

constraints that could be included in the model depending on the needs and clustered them in 9 

groups: hard constraints, soft constraints, sequence constraints, counting constraints, job 

constraints, incompatibility constraints, local constraints, global constraints and intrinsic and 

extrinsic constraints. In case of this study, only hard constraints will be considered, which are for 

example, the one that an employee can only be at one place at a time given by 

 

∑ 𝑥𝑠𝑏 ≤ 1   ∀𝐵∗

𝑏∈𝐵∗

 

Formula 11 

This article is a very valuable contribution from the authors since it provides a detailed 

explanation of different constraints, parameters and objective functions that could be used to 

construct a staff scheduling model that is more complex than the one previously mentioned.  
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4. Measures and methods 

 

This section describes the measuring process performed to conduct the base stock level 

analysis, assignation of operators to stations and the descriptive simulation.  

 

4.1 Data collection 

 

The data collection phase consisted of extracting relevant data for the study from the 

different information systems. The data was gathered from SAP (yield, holding costs, back order 

costs), Rapid Response (demand), MES (lead times), TRS (operators’ training status) and Optima 

(equipment maintenance and equipment downtime). The data was gathered from a one-year 

horizon (2017) to get representative information from all the SKU’s, work centers and stations 

under scope. The reports were exported in Microsoft excel format and each of them had an 

average of one million excel rows. All raw data was cleaned to eliminate outliers using 

interquartile ranges and statistical analysis was conducted. 

 

4.2 Statistical analysis 

 

To analyze the data and calculate descriptive statistics and conduct distribution fitting the 

softwares SPSS and Microsoft Excel Macros were used.  

First, data related to the calculation of based stock levels was analyzed. The production orders 

of all product clusters arrive following a Poisson distribution and as can be seen in Table 3, the 

demand of the 9 product clusters is 0.16, 0.45, 0.54, 0.16, 0.18, 0.44, 0.06, 0.07 and 0.12 lots per 

hour (each lot of 240 units). Moreover, the lead time per batch per product cluster per work 

center was analyzed and defined as the time elapsed since an order is opened at the first station 

until it is closed at the final packaging station. Table 5 shows the mean values and coefficient of 
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variations (CV) of the lead times. Some cells of this table have “N/A” values, which means that 

there is no data to show since the work center is not part of certain process flow (for more detail 

on the process flows refer to figure 8). Based on the criteria related to the coefficient of variation 

provided by the company (refer to sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) and comparing it with (Hopp and 

Spearman, 2012) it was concluded that the lead time variances were low. The low variation could 

result from most jobs being performed using automated machines and well-structured and 

standardized methods. Also, the training of the operators was a very mature and standard 

process and the average tenure of the operators working in this production unit was 3.8 years, 

which means that most of them were very familiar with their tasks. During the training phase, 

and before being able to work on the commercial production line, the operators were required 

to proof that their proficiency level was above 70% of learning curve in terms of speed and 

method accuracy (refer to formula 6 for the proficiency calculation) . This training process is 

conducted in a separate training line to avoid affecting regular production. As can be seen in 

Table 5 the holding and back order costs of each product cluster varied significantly, this is mainly 

due to the amount of material each of them uses. Unfortunately, it was not possible to extract 

the exact holding cost per work center from SAP since only the total holding costs were available 

for each SKU. The holding costs per work center were estimated based on the standard time 

percentage allocated to each of them (i.e. if 30% of the standard time was related to work center 

1, then 30% of the holding costs were assigned to this work center).  

 

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation
Holding Cost

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

AW 0.16 67.66$             N/A N/A N/A 29.14 0.28 1.49$       17.50 0.21 2.98$       

PT2 0.45 18.61$             82.51 0.22 0.34$               15.55 0.31 0.34$       13.98 0.25 0.51$       

QC 0.54 10.20$             N/A N/A N/A 11.52 0.26 0.28$       7.53 0.22 0.37$       

GH 0.16 71.65$             N/A N/A N/A 76.98 0.27 1.58$       24.73 0.31 1.97$       

MD 0.18 17.94$             N/A N/A N/A 38.54 0.29 0.39$       49.58 0.26 0.49$       

SS AW 0.44 78.11$             N/A N/A N/A 36.84 0.23 1.43$       11.22 0.21 1.72$       

SS MD 0.06 22.35$             N/A N/A N/A 44.96 0.21 0.49$       27.67 0.24 0.61$       

LS 0.07 67.05$             N/A N/A N/A 54.76 0.32 1.48$       33.25 0.28 1.84$       

WV 0.12 100.72$           11.93 0.36 2.22$               8.93 0.23 2.77$       52.02 0.31 3.69$       

Poly Assembly Poly Grinding

Flow
Demand 

per hr
Back Order Cost

Sub Assembly
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Table 5. Parameters per process flow 

Moreover, the data related to the assignation of operators was collected and analyzed. The 

data needed to conduct this analysis was: number of operators, training status per operation, 

average proficiency per operation (based on formula 6) and required number of operators per 

operation based on the work content graph (WCG, refer to formula 5). At the time of the 

investigation, the work centers had an average proficiency level of 82%, this data was the result 

of 15 samples of operators’ configurations used during 2018, according to the Manufacturing 

Electronic System (MES). The following tables show three different samples of the matrices 

collected to conduct this analysis, due confidentiality matters the real name of the operators and 

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation
Holding Cost

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

AW 10.29 0.19 4.47$               N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

PT2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

QC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

GH 15.86 0.24 2.63$               N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

MD N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 52.44 0.30 0.66$       

SS AW 11.18 0.20 2.15$               30.95 0.21 2.86$       N/A N/A N/A

SS MD N/A N/A N/A 93.80 0.27 0.41$       46.90 0.24 0.41$       

LS N/A N/A N/A 88.69 0.25 2.46$       N/A N/A N/A

WV N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Addwire Tip Med

Flow

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

Avg 

Leadtime 

(hr)

Coefficient 

of Variation

Holding 

Cost

AW 22.30 0.20 5.95$       1.32 0.13 7.44$       

PT2 23.18 0.28 1.02$       1.72 0.1 2.05$       

QC 27.34 0.15 0.56$       1.80 0.13 1.12$       

GH 40.34 0.24 3.94$       1.57 0.15 7.88$       

MD 26.42 0.12 0.99$       1.86 0.23 1.97$       

SS AW 42.13 0.17 4.30$       1.63 0.17 8.59$       

SS MD 38.82 0.21 1.23$       1.78 0.21 2.46$       

LS 53.72 0.11 3.69$       1.72 0.2 7.38$       

WV 79.76 0.25 5.54$       2.83 0.21 11.08$    

Packaging and LabelingIce Coating

Flow

Flow
Back Order 

Costs

AW 67.66$    

PT2 18.61$    

QC 10.20$    

GH 71.65$    

MD 17.94$    

SS AW 78.11$    

SS MD 22.35$    

LS 67.05$    

WV 100.72$  
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operations are not shown. Table 6 is an example of the training matrix. The first vertical column 

lists the name of all operators and the top horizontal row lists the name of each operation within 

each work center. Each operator in this matrix is assign a “1” if it is trained in certain operation 

and a “0” if it is not.  

 

Table 6. Example of training matrix 

Table 7 is an example the proficiency matrix, each operator is assigned a percentage of average 

proficiency in each operation he/she is trained based of Formula 6. The average percentage of 

proficiency is calculated by dividing the average production output by the standard.  

 

Table 7. Example of proficiency matrix 

Finally, the headcount requirement matrix is given by the Work Content Graph of each work 

center (based on Formula 5). The headcount requirement is the number of operators required in 

each operation to achieve certain takt time.  

 

Table 8. Example of headcount requirement matrix 

Operator
Poly 

Assembly - 1

Poly 

Assembly - 2

Poly 

Assembly - 3

Operator 1 1 1 0

Operator 2 0 0 1

Operator 3 1 0 0

Operator 4 0 1 1

Operator 5 1 1 0

1 = trained

0 = not trained

Training Matrix

Operator
Poly 

Assembly - 1

Poly 

Assembly - 2

Poly 

Assembly - 3

Operator 1 100% 80% 0

Operator 2 0 0 100%

Operator 3 70% 0 0

Operator 4 0 90% 70%

Operator 5 80% 75% 0

Proficiency Matrix

Operation Headcount Requirement

Poly Assembly - 1 2

Poly Assembly - 2 2

Poly Assembly - 3 1

Headcount Requirements
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The following table summarizes the number of operators and operations of each work center to 

provide an idea of the amount of information that was collected. 

 

Table 9. Data related to operators and workstations per shift and workcenter 

Finally, the data required for the discrete simulation was collected. The descriptive simulation 

was done at an operation aggregation level to calculate the operators’ utilization and analyze 

additional opportunities for improvement. Additional to the data mentioned in the previous 

paragraphs, the average yield and downtime per operation was collected. The average yield of 

the production units is 97.89% and the downtime is 7.5 hrs. per month. Another input parameter 

was breaks (breakfast, lunch and dinner) and shift hours. Equipment maintenance and calibration 

of tools were not included since they are not executed during productive hours. This data is 

shown in following table. 

 

Table 10. Shifts' schedule and breaks 

 

Work Center # Operators # Processes
Headcount 

Requierement

Sub Assembly / Poly Assembly / Poly Grinding 35 22 33

Addwire/ Tip / Med 25 17 19

ICE Coating 20 12 19

Packaging and Labeling 10 6 9

Total 90 57 80

Work Center # Operators # Processes
Headcount 

Requierement

Sub Assembly / Poly Assembly / Poly Grinding 31 22 28

Addwire/ Tip / Med 15 17 15

ICE Coating 20 12 18

Packaging and Labeling 5 6 4

Total 71 57 65

Work Center # Operators # Processes
Headcount 

Requierement

All 26 27 26

1st Shift

3rd Shift

2nd Shift

Shift Schedule Total shift time Breakfast Break Lunch Break Dinner Break

1st Monday to Friday 9.5 hrs 20 min 30 min

2nd Monday to Friday 6.5 hr 30 min

2nd (addtional) Saturday 7.5 hr 20 min 30 min

3rd Monday to Saturday 8 30 min

Working Schedule
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5. Analysis  

 

This section describes the analysis conducted to calculate the base stock levels of each work 

center, conduct the assignation of operators to stations and model the discrete event simulation. 

 

5.1 Base stock levels 

 

The proposed method of calculating base stock levels also follow the former policy explained 

in Section 2.4.1. The policy used follows a (s-1, Q) policy with fixed lot sizes as the unit of measure 

(240 units per lot), which means that whenever the base stock level at certain work center gets 

below lot level “s” and lot of fixed size “Q” will be order from the previous work center to reach 

again the base stock level of “s” lots. The fixed lot sizes are the same at all work centers, so the 

same policy apply to all of them.  

The first step to calculate the base stock levels was to decide which method to use based on 

the available data shown in Table 5 and the requirements of upper management (it must be a 

simple method that could be used at a daily basis by regular planners). As it was mentioned in 

the previous section, the lead times of each work center had a very low coefficient of variation 

based on Hopp and Spearman (2012) and the guidelines provided by the company. Furthermore, 

the average demand of all product clusters had an average coefficient of variation of 1.07 which 

is a moderate variability according Hopp and Spearman (2012) but high variability according to 

the company’s guidelines. Additionally, the production orders arrived following a Poisson 

distribution, thus the model considered to calculate base stock levels could assume stochastic 

Poisson demand and constant lead time. From the pool of methods shown in table 3 there are 

only 2 that satisfy these assumptions, Graves and Willems (2000) and Shang and Song (2002). 

The heuristic used by Shang and Song (2002) was selected since it considers the same 

assumptions as the data that was gathered. This model applies to serial systems, with linear 

holding costs, linear exogenous back order costs, an exogenous demand that follows a Poisson 
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distribution and constant lead times between nodes. Additionally, this heuristic assumes that for 

each stage (in this case work centers), the near-optimal echelon base stock level is completely 

independent of the decisions at upstream stages, it is only determined by the back-order costs 

and echelon holding costs. Thus, the near-optimal echelon base stock level at certain stage only 

depends on its upstream stages through the echelon holding costs. The intend of this heuristic is 

to calculate, in a simple way, the average of a lower bound base stock level and an upper bound 

base stock level. According to the authors, after several experiments the heuristic yielded an 

average relative error of 0.24% with a maximum error of 1.5%. The Shang and Song (2002) 

heuristic is the following: 

𝑠𝑗
𝑎 =

1

2
[𝐹𝑗

−1 (
𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=𝑗+1

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

) + 𝐹𝑗
−1 (

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=𝑗+1

𝑏 + ∑ ℎ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=𝑗

)]  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1,2,3, . . , 𝑁 

Formula 12 

𝑗 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥, 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 1 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 

𝑏 = 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 

ℎ𝑖 = 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒. 

𝑠𝑗
𝑎 = 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑗 

Table 10 shows the calculated local base stock levels using Shang and Song (2002) bounded 

heuristic with the input parameters shown in Table 5. As can be seen in this table, the total base 

stock level needed to be increased compared with the former level, and most important, it 

needed to be increased according to the correct mix of products (previously the base stock levels 

were not calculated by product). The former base stock level was 17% less than the proposed 

one. The low base stock levels could have been the cause of the halted lines and overtime and 

consequently the unfavorable labor variance.  The expected effect of the proposed base stock 

levels was to ensure that the work centers were loaded with enough product of MTS SKUs to 

avoid idle times. The discrete simulation, explain later in this report, considers the new base stock 

levels to simulate the benefits of applying them at each work center.  
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Table 11. Calculated local base stock levels 

 

5.2 Assignation of operators 

 

To tackle the assignation problem of operators to stations to improve the proficiency level of 

the production unit the following algorithm was solved using Java-Gurobi and based on the 

investigations of Ferguson (2004) and Blöchliger (2004). The expected effect of solving the 

workforce allocation problem was to increase the proficiency of the line to avoid overtime or 

additional headcount due to a diminished capacity. The objective function is to maximize the 

proficiency level subject to 3 constraints.  

𝑀𝐴𝑋 ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝐼

𝑖=1

 

 

Subject to 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝐽

𝑗=1

≤ 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼 

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝐼

𝑖=1

= 𝑟𝑗  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 

Sub 

Assembly

Poly 

Assembly

Poly 

Grinding
Addwire Tip Med

ICE 

Coating

Packaging and 

Labeling
Total

AW 0 7 4 2 0 0 6 1 19

PT2 41 8 8 0 0 0 14 2 73

QC 0 8 5 0 0 0 20 2 34

GH 0 14 6 3 0 0 10 1 33

MD 0 9 11 0 0 12 8 1 40

SS AW 0 18 6 5 16 0 24 2 70

SS MD 0 4 2 0 10 11 4 1 32

LS 0 5 3 0 8 0 7 1 23

WV 2 2 8 0 0 0 14 1 26

Total 43 73 51 10 34 23 104 12 349

Current Local Base 

Stock Level
35 65 45 5 25 20 90 5 290

Local Base Stock Levels

Flow
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𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≥ 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐽 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼   

Formula 13 

Where, 

𝑥𝑖𝑗 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗. 

𝑝𝑖𝑗 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖  𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗. 

𝑡𝑖𝑗 ∶ 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗  

 ( 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑, 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑). 

𝑟𝑗 ∶ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑗. 

As it was mentioned before, the objective function aims to maximize the proficiency level of the 

production unit, which is translated in having the most proficient operators trained in certain 

operations working on them the maximum amount of time. It is important to highlight that 

operators are not trained in SKUs but in the operations, that mean that if one operator is trained 

in one operation he/she can manufacture any product. The first constraint reflects the fact that 

a person cannot spend more than 100% of his time on duty. The second constraint means that 

the number of operators working at station j should be the required per the Work Content Graph 

to ensure a good balance to takt. Thus, 𝑟𝑗 is what links this model with the demand, that is both 

MTS and MTO SKUs. It was explained in Section 2.4.2 what were the calculations of the Work 

Content Graph and how the required number of operators 𝑟𝑗 is linked to the takt time and 

consequently to the demand. The last constraint means that no one can work a negative amount 

of time in certain operation. To solve this problem, some work centers were grouped together 

since some operators were sometimes shared among them. The first cluster of work centers 

included Sub Assembly, Poly Assembly and Poly Grinding and the second cluster consisted of 

Addwire, Med and Tip; Ice Coating and Packaging and Labeling were model independently since 

operators within those work centers were not shared with any other work center. This 

configuration of work centers applies for both, 1st and 2nd shift, however for the third shift all 
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work centers are modeled as one since only a few operations worked at this shift and therefore 

the operators are shared among all work centers to achieve an efficient line balance.  

The input parameters that were used were based on the matrices explained in Table 6,7 and 

8. These parameters are not shown in detail due to confidential matters since they consist of 

operators’ names and operations’ descriptions. According to the objective function, the 

proficiency level of the 1st shift was 94.22%, 95.10% for the 2nd shift and 86.38% for the 3rd shift, 

which results in an average proficiency level of 91.90% (this is 9% better than the former 

proficiency level). The increment of the proficiency of the line could contribute to an increment 

in the efficiency and throughput of the line and consequently reduce the labor costs. The 

different configuration of operators per workstation is an input for the discrete simulation.  

 

Table 12. Calculated proficiency levels 

 

5.3 Discrete simulation 

 

According to Altiok and Melamed (2012) a simulation model must be built in 5 phases: 

problem definition, data collection, model construction, validation and verification and output 

Work Center
Average Proficiency Level

Sub Assembly / Poly Assembly / Poly Grinding 89.61%

Addwire/ Tip / Med 96.76%

ICE Coating 90.49%

Packaging and Labeling 100.00%

Shift Average 94.22%

Work Center
Average Proficiency Level

Sub Assembly / Poly Assembly / Poly Grinding 92.38%

Addwire/ Tip / Med 92.50%

ICE Coating 95.50%

Packaging and Labeling 100.00%

Shift Average 95.10%

Work Center
Average Proficiency Level

All 86.38%

1st Shift

3rd Shift

2nd Shift
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analysis. The main objective of the simulation was to analyze the combined effect of re-

calculating safety stocks and solving the workforce allocation problem in the behavior of the line, 

specifically in the flow of product, utilization of operators and production output. This was an 

explicit requirement from the company due to the complexity of the line and possible effects this 

kind of changes could produce in the operation. Additionally, the simulation provided valuable 

data about how to balance the line in such way that the production output could be achieved 

with no overtime while keeping acceptable levels of labor utilization and pointing out which 

operators were sub-utilized to relocate them to other lines of the plant and consequently reduce 

the labor variance.  

The problem definition phase was covered in chapter 3, while the data collection phase was 

covered in chapter 4. Some of the inputs of the simulation were: arrival rate of lots, processing 

times, number of operators per station, operators’ proficiency, working schedule, yield, base 

stock levels, walking speed of the operators and conditionals for process flows.  

The simulation model was built using FlexSim and was built upon the plant’s layout so that 

transportation times could be calculated by considering the distance between objects and the 

operators’ speed. The first step to create the model was to analyze the object classes and states 

of each object. Generally, the main entities are the product lots, which followed one of the 9 

process flows described in section 2.3. The entities needed to wait for available resources in a 

queue which follows a FIFO sequence. The resources that an entity could take are operators, 

workstations or machines. Depending on the process, the entity could take an operator and a 

workstation, only a machine or the three of them. The operators could take three states: busy, 

idle or off duty; and the workstations and machines could take two states: busy or idle.  Two lots 

cannot be processed at the same workstation at the same time to avoid mix of products. If an 

operator is idle for more than 5 minutes or already achieved the output goal he/she can move to 

help in another workstation if there is available space for him/her and if its trained. The 

simulation started with a loaded line by including initial inventories per work center as part of 

the initial parameters to avoid unrealistic idle times and was simulated for a period of one week 

and 30 replicates. The following picture shows a screenshot of the 3D simulation model.  
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Figure 15. Illustration of the 3D simulation model 

During the validation and verification of the model two approaches were taken: (1) 

measurements were verified by manually calculating them using Little’s Law and confirming the 

PASTA property; and (2) measurements were also verified against reality through revisions with 

production supervisors who are the subject matter experts of the process and the information 

stored in the company’s information systems. Little’s Law states that in a steady state system the 

average number of entities in the system is given by Ε(L)=λ Ε(W) (where λ is the average lots’ 

arrival rate and Ε(W) the sojourn time), according to the simulation report Ε(L)= 328.46 which 

was proved by hand as follows: 

λ= 2.18 lots per hr. 

Ε(W) = 150.67 hr. 

Ε(L) = 2.18* 150.67 = 328.46 lots 

The sojourn time, Ε(W)= 150.67 hr. also held according to Little’s Law. It was calculated by 

adding up the average time spent in value added processes plus the time spend waiting in queue 

(Ε(Wq)), plus the time spent in non-value-added process, this is equal to: (126.45 + 5.96 + 18.26) 

= 150.67 hr. Moreover, the average number of lots waiting in queue was calculated by Ε(Lq)= λ 

Ε(Wq) where Ε(Wq) is the time spend in queue, this gave a result of Ε(Lq)= 12.99 lots waiting in 

queue (2.18 * 5.96) which holds against the value given by the report (13.00). Finally, the PASTA 
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property is also satisfied by the model, the 33.53% of the lots find all packaging stations available 

while the fraction of time that packaging stations were available was 34.87%.  

Moreover, a revision of the model was made with 3 production supervisors of the line, the 

following table shows the questions and measures that were checked during this revision. The 

measurements of weekly production input, output and cycle time were checked against SAP and 

the Manufacturing and Electronic System (MES). The revision was successfully accepted by all 3 

production supervisors and measurements were similar to the ones given by the systems (less 

than 3% of deviation), thus it was concluded that the model was valid.  

Measurement Simulation SAP/MES 

Weekly Production Inputs (lots) 175.16 178.93 

Weekly Production Output (lots) 160.21 164.34 

Average Cycle Time per lot (hrs.) 150.67 148.79 

 

Revision points with production supervisors 

Do the production lots follow the correct process flow? 

Is the number of operators per station correct? 

Are the bottlenecks in the simulation the same as in reality? 

Is the average number of lots in queue similar as in reality? 

Are the operators moving from one station to the other similar as in reality? 

Table 13. Validation/verification measurements and questions. 

 

The main outcome of the simulation was to validate that with the calculated base stock levels 

and the proposed allocation of operators fewer operators are needed to achieve the production 

goals without requiring overtime. The allocation of operators increased the proficiency and 

therefore the output of the line and the calculated base stock levels reduced the time that 

operators are idle, thus the overall average utilization of operators increased from 68.76% to 

82.43%. However, there were still 6 operators that had utilizations below the 50%. These 

operators could be allocated to other production units and their duties could be absorbed by 
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other operators that had utilization levels between 60% and 75%. To absorb the jobs of these 

sub-utilized operators, cross training between clusters of WCs was required, which was not a 

common practice because each WC is managed by a different production supervisor. Share of 

operators between work centers needs to happen to make a more efficient use of the resources 

and reduce the labor variance of the Production Unit. By doing this, the utilization can increase 

to 85.15% and the estimated annual labor variance could be reduced by $70,000, which is a 31% 

reduction from the baseline ($220,000).  

Since operator would need to be shared between work centers, production supervisors will 

need to allocate the number of hours each operator worked at each work center to accurately 

allocate labor costs. To do this, production supervisors would need to use the Kronos information 

system, a system that they currently use but to allocate 100% of an operator’s time to a work 

center.  After doing this allocation, they could extract from SAP the planned labor costs according 

to the production volume of each work center and compare it with the actual labor costs to 

accurately calculate the labor variance on each work center.  

 

6. Conclusions 

 

The final chapter of this report summarizes the results and combines the insights to answer 

the main and secondary research questions in section 6.1. Finally, in section 6.2 we provide 

insights of the contribution of this study to the literature and orientation for future research. 

 

6.1 Answers to research questions 

 

Main Research Question: How should the Cardio Wires Production Unit manage the base stock 

levels and allocate operators to improve labor costs? 
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The Cardio Wires Production Unit has a multi model assembly line with a high mix of product 

but 80% of the volume is related to 24 SKUs out of the 184 SKUs they produce. All these 24 SKUs 

do not follow the same process route, so they are cluster accordingly. The base stock levels were 

calculated for the clusters of these 24 SKUs so that variations in the process and demand could 

be mitigated and operators’ utilization do not decrease due to lack of work in process. Contrary 

to what was formerly done, the base stock levels were calculated considering stochastic demand 

and calculated for each cluster of products separately at each work center since a base stock level 

is not a “one size fits all” calculation. The base stock levels need to be daily monitored to align 

production plans and allocate operators where needed to avoid any shortages and ensure that 

the demand is satisfied without requiring any overtime.   In other hand, the operators need to be 

allocated in such way that the overall proficiency of the line is increased while the line balancing 

requirements are met (refer to section 2.4.2). This is important because not all operators have 

the same proficiency on all the operations, thus they need to be allocated where they would be 

more efficient.  

Sub-question 1: What are the key leading indicators used to control labor cost at CSB-HRD? 

The labor variance is an indicator to monitor labor costs, which compares the planned labor 

spending or standard labor cost with the actual labor spending. The leading indicators for this KPI 

are shown in Figure 11, which are earned hours and paid hours. These two leading indicators 

could be broken down in other 3rd tier indicators such as headcount per shift, wages, overtime, 

production volume and standard times. Additionally, to control the number of headcount, it is 

important to monitor the operators’ utilization so that there is not an excessive or insufficient 

number operators working at each production unit. 

 

Sub-question 2: What is the current performance of the selected leading indicators related to 

labor variance at each work center? 

The performance of the main leading indicators mentioned in the previous sub-question are 

shown in table 3. In general terms, the earned hours were controlled during most of the 13 

months shown in this table and across the different work centers. The months when this indicator 
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was unfavorable was because of performance issues such as equipment downtime. In other hand 

the Paid Salaries indicator was the one that showed unfavorable results during most of the 

months, especially in the Work Centers of Subs-Poly Assembly and Poly Grinding. It was 

concluded that additional headcount and overtime to satisfy the demand is the main driver of 

the labor variance.  

 

Sub-question 3: What is the current method of calculating base stock levels and how is demand 

uncertainty considered? 

The former method of calculating base stock levels is explained in section 2.4 and 2.4.1. The 

calculation did not distinguish between SKUs regardless that their lead time and demand is varies 

between them, thus the base stock level is a “one size fits all” calculation. Additionally, the 

calculation did not consider stochastic demand, it considers only constant parameters. The 

formula is the following: 

𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 =
(𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗  𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑) ∗ (1 + 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)

𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
 

Formula 14 

Sub-question 4: What is a simple method of calculating base stock levels, which considers 

demand uncertainty that could be adopted to reduce labor costs? 

The selected method to calculate the base stock levels per work center and product cluster 

was the Newsvendor Bounds Heuristic proposed by Shang and Song (2002). This method was 

selected because it does not require complex mathematical calculations (as suggested by the 

company) and, as proofed by the authors, it yields near optimal results. Additionally, this model 

was selected since stochastic lead times are not required to be consider due to their low 

coefficient of variation based on Hopp and Spearman (2012) and the guidelines provided by the 

company (refer to section 2.5.2). The calculated base stock levels resulted in 17% higher than the 

former ones, thus it could be concluded that the former base stock levels were too low; and this 

could had contributed to the low utilization levels of the operators due to lack of work in process 

or halted lines and consequently the requirement of overtime and additional headcount.  
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Sub-question 5: How should the operators be assigned to each shift and operation to increase 

their utilization and overall line proficiency while reducing costs? 

Operators should be assigned to operations in such way that the required line balance per 

the work content graph (refer to section 2.4.2) is satisfy and that the overall proficiency of the 

line is increased to efficiently achieve the committed build plan (refer to Formula 6). To do this, 

a simple but effective algorithm (refer to Formula 16) was proposed based on Ferguson (2004) 

and Blöchliger (2004) and explained in section 5.2. This algorithm yielded an increment of overall 

line proficiency of 9% 

 

Sub-question 6: What labor cost is yielded when the base stock levels are calculated using the 

selected method and the operators’ utilization is increased? 

A discrete-event simulation was done after calculating the base stock levels according to the 

Newsvendor Bounds Heuristic proposed by Shang and Song (2002) and allocating the operators 

with the proposed algorithm based on Ferguson (2004) and Blöchliger (2004). The result of the 

simulation was an increment of operator utilization from 68.76% to 82.43% and no overtime 

required to achieve the production goal. With these improvements, it is expected a reduction of 

$70,000 in labor costs which yields an expected labor variance of $150,000 for 2018 (31 % 

reduction). 

 

Sub-question 7: How can the resulting labor costs be equitably allocated to each work center? 

The labor costs could be equitably allocated to each work center by properly assigning to each 

work center the hours that each operator work in each of them. This allocation is not currently 

done by production supervisors and therefore the labor costs cannot be traced or allocated 

properly. Thus, the labor costs should be allocated in each work center depending on the amount 

of work required to be done in each of them. By allocating worked hours in the Kronos 

information system then the production supervisors could accurately know the actual labor costs 
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and extract from SAP the planned labor costs and thus, calculate the labor variance per work 

center. By knowing the labor variance per work center, upper management could know if one 

work center is underperforming to take countermeasures to improve it.  

6.2 Contribution to literature and further research 

 

This study contributed to literature by providing a practical study case where the labor costs 

could be reduced by improving the management of base stock levels and operators. The 

investigation showed that labor inefficiencies could result from adopting a “one size fits all” base 

stock level calculation in high mix / high volume assembly line, especially when SKUs have 

different demand and lead times. In case of adopting a general policy, it was suggested to apply 

a simple heuristic (Shang and Song, 2002) to improve base stock levels depending on the product 

routes. Moreover, an algorithm to solve the allocation problem was suggested to improve the 

proficiency of an assembly line while satisfying company requirements. Finally, the benefits of 

the calculated base stock levels and allocation of operators were demonstrated through a 

discrete event simulation. The simulation brings solid evidence of the potential benefits and how 

by good management of base stock levels could reduce the idle time of operators to improve 

their utilization and therefore reduce labor costs. As recommendation for future research, it 

would be interesting to investigate more complex algorithms related to the assignation problem 

to include more complex constraints, which was out of the scope of this study. Additionally, it 

would also be interesting to evaluate the benefits related to labor costs of applying different 

heuristics to calculate base stock levels. 
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